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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, touchscreen typing has been studied in terms of motor performance. However, recent research has exposed a decisive
role of visual attention being shared between the keyboard and
the text area. Strategies for this are known to adapt to the task,
design, and user. In this paper, we propose a unifying account of
touchscreen typing, regarding it as optimal supervisory control.
Under this theory, rules for controlling visuo-motor resources are
learned via exploration in pursuit of maximal typing performance.
The paper outlines the control problem and explains how visual
and motor limitations affect it. We then present a model, implemented via reinforcement learning, that simulates co-ordination
of eye and finger movements. Comparison with human data affirms that the model creates realistic finger- and eye-movement
patterns and shows human-like adaptation. We demonstrate the
model’s utility for interface development in evaluating touchscreen
keyboard designs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models;
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1

INTRODUCTION

Motor performance has been central to HCI research into touchscreen typing for two decades. However, recently the view has
been complicated by evidence of another mechanism, much less
understood. In close analysis of how users move their eyes and fingers while typing, gaze deployment was discovered to be strongly
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associated with typing performance [31]. In essence, a ‘resource
conflict’ appears to exist between the subtasks of typing and proofreading, both requiring visual attention for efficient performance.
Fast typists can minimise attention shifts, whereas slower ones
must jump between text display and keyboard, thereby hampering performance. Furthermore, it seems that, in general, no single
optimal eye–hand strategy exists. Rather, strategy was found to
adapt as a function of error rate and skill level. A question stands
out: what underpins this adaptive ability? Our paper presents the
first step toward a unifying account of typing on touchscreen devices. We consider how factors describing the user, task, and design
jointly affect how the gaze and fingers are deployed, and we provide a well-grounded novel explanation of the dynamics of typing
performance.
Supervisory control refers to the problem of deciding on sharing
of limited resources for on-going tasks [19, 43]. Optimal supervisory control is the concept that the control decisions for sharing
resources or performing actions are taken optimally in terms of
some objective, with optimality understood as bounded by the constraints of the agent [11, 23]. The control problem we face in typing
is to decide how to deploy visual attention in concert with motor
movements [31, 32]. Were we able to perceive, remember, and move
perfectly without noise and uncertainty, there would be no need
for this. Because the finger movements are noisy, however, visual
attention is needed for guiding them. Concurrently, we need vision to monitor our typing progress and to detect typing errors.
With our foveated vision, only a small portion of the visual field
is seen accurately, ruling out simultaneous finger guidance and
error-checking. Touchscreens, with their lack of tactile feedback
from the keys, exacerbate the problem. Moreover, the typed text
must be held in working memory, with a reference to the word
being typed and its characters, whose locations must be reliably
and quickly retrieved from long-term memory [34]. It is astonishing
how well a skilled typist can orchestrate these subtasks, with high
performance in the absence of deliberate practice, even surpassing
80 words per minute (WPM) on a mobile device [47].
With this paper, we develop the theory of optimal supervisory
control in the context of touchscreen transcription typing and
present a computational model to compare its predictions against
human data. Figure 1 presents finger and eye trajectories over the
course of typing of one sentence. This demonstrates our model’s
detailed predictions. A key assumption in our approach is that the
supervisor’s decisions are optimal, given its bounds and those of
the design. The model has learnt to shift gaze from the keyboard
to the text-entry area to conduct proofreading from time to time,
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(a) Model typing, with some errors (b) Model typing, with no errors (c) Model typing, no errors and no (d) Human typing, no errors and
and no automatic error-correction
and with automatic
automatic error-correction
no automatic error-correction
error-correction

Figure 1: Our computational model of optimal supervisory control predicts patterns of finger (blue) and eye (green) movements
over a touchscreen. The model – as humans do – can adapt to changes in typing conditions, such as the presence of typing
errors (a) or introduction of intelligent error-correction (b). Panes c and d present heatmaps of finger and eye movements for
typing of the same sentence by the model and a human. The image in pane d is reprinted from Jiang et al. [31]’s Figure 1, with
permission, CC-BY-SA.
this frequency depending on the momentary events of the task,
such as making of errors. A hallmark of human behaviour is its
remarkable adaptivity to the ecologies of widely different tasks
while being constrained by the available cognitive and external
resources. This is evident in typing, where users can adjust the way
they move and share attention in line with changing conditions,
such as varying key sizes or intelligent typing aids. The adjustment
is illustrated in Figure 1b, which shows our model’s behaviour with
intelligent error-correction enabled. Fewer proofreading glances
are necessary, because the model has adapted to the device’s reliable error correction. In an optimal-control model, these kinds
of behaviour adaptations are approximated by computing rules of
action that are constrained by noisy motor movements and limited
visual acuity. This approach explains typing performance for given
user abilities, the typing task, and device specifics. Further, it can
be used to explain adaptive changes in behaviour as said factors
change. In contrast, the prevailing models of motor control in typing have assumed a fixed strategy, with any change in conditions
necessitating the model’s re-parameterisation with empirical data
[10, 13, 54]. Comparison of our model’s predictions (Figure 1c) with
human data (Figure 1d) illustrates how our assumptions result in
reproducing human-like typing behaviour.
Our work complements earlier typing models and improves on
the articulation of the supervisory control problems in HCI. The applicability and extendability of mathematical models, such as Fitts’
law, make them popular, but they fail to account for touchscreen

typing’s complex dynamics and the supervisory control strategy required for efficiently managing those dynamics. They are silent on
how vision is directed to the various portions of the keyboard and
how visual attention ties in with making, detecting, and correcting
errors. More complicated process models, such as a keystroke-level
model (KLM) [27, 54] or ACT-R [13], can describe some of these
dynamics but seldom can predict how behaviour strategies adapt to
changes in the task environment. Our model is the first to describe
touchscreen typing as an optimal supervisory control problem. The
approach renders it able to simulate typing behaviour’s constant
dynamic adaptation to what happens during the task while also
predicting the user’s finger and eyes movements over the device
during typing. Presently, we have validated our model with only
one dataset, covering typing on a single device, but the model is
theoretically and technically suitable as a general tool for anticipating how users may adapt to different keyboard layouts and
for characterising how the dynamics of typing hinge on the other
details of the typing task.

2

RELATED WORK AND GOALS

We begin by reviewing fundamental features of touchscreen typing, with regard to both performance metrics and other known
phenomena. Because one assumption essential to our theory of
optimal supervisory control is that optimality is bounded, the review of these features is constructed in terms of what constrains
optimal control of touchscreen typing. The goal is to establish a set
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of features that a realistic model for simulating touchscreen typing
should cover.

2.1

Typing on Touchscreen Devices

Human motor control is noisy, creating imprecise movements and
uncertainty about the current finger position [24, 44]. Noisy pointing movements may result in typing errors, especially with larger
movement arcs. Furthermore, physical motor limitations dictate
how quickly the finger can travel, given a key. Similarly, the information processing capacity of human vision is limited [14, 50, 51].
As only a small foveated portion of the full visual field is seen
clearly, the area of high visual acuity around a fixation must regain
focus at times via a saccade, a fast ballistic eye movement. Foveated
vision, alongside noisy motor movements and the concomitant
need for visual guidance of the finger, means that the eye must
make continuous movements, some aligned with finger trajectory,
during touchscreen typing [31]. Below, we review key metrics and
phenomena connected with touchscreen typing and explain them
with regard to bounding factors such as noise, uncertainty, and
time demands.
2.1.1 Typing speed. One basic speed measurement in typing is the
inter-key interval (IKI), the time between consecutive keypresses
[21]. With physical keyboards, where typing employs multiple fingers, which can move largely without vision-based guidance, IKI
averages of around 170 ms have been recorded [21]; touchscreen
typing exhibits much longer IKIs, 380 ms for one-finger typing
and 270 ms for two thumbs [31]. The most widely used method
for assessing text-entry performance [62] uses words per minute,
standardised in units of five characters of typed text divided by
typing time [21]. Reports on studies with touchscreen devices generally cite average WPM values between 25 and 40, but figures vary
with the typing conditions. Typing with two thumbs is faster than
typing with one finger and permits users to reach 40 WPM reliably
[7, 12, 31, 42], sometimes even exceeding this [47].
The classic way to model pointing time in HCI is via Fitts’ law
[22], which predicts the movement time required to reach a target
of a certain width that is at a set distance. It and all its variants
can be employed to predict typing on touchscreens in terms of IKI,
as long as the empirical parameters are correctly calibrated [10].
Fitts’ law can be used to predict WPM also, if one assumes that
the finger simply moves from one key to the next until the correct
character sequence has been entered [56, 61]. As this modelling
approach considers primarily the finger movements, in some cases
also addressing other operations (such as mental acts required for
said pointing [27]), it is suitable for predicting the upper limits of
experts’ behaviour. The limit thus derived is somewhere around
35 WPM for one-finger and 60 WPM for two-finger typing [7, 39].
Again, these predictions consider typing only as sequential keypresses, disregarding such factors as the possibility of typing errors
and their implications for the typing process – e.g., any need for
proofreading and correction of errors.
2.1.2 Typing errors. Typing errors are a consequence of noise associated with motor movements. Generally, error rates are higher
in typing on a touchscreen keyboard (7–10.8% [7]) than with a
physical keyboard (between 0.47% and 0.76% [21]), across various
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touchscreen devices [6, 60]. Although typing with two thumbs on
mobile devices is faster than using one finger, it leads to more errors
[7, 31, 42]. Furthermore, it is useful to distinguish between immediate backspacing, to rectify an error that is immediately evident, and
delayed backspacing, over multiple characters, when the error is
noticed only later [4, 31]. Whilst models based on Fitts’ law predict
only error-free WPM values, some more recent work has considered the role of typing errors [5, 8, 32, 54], generally in efforts to
predict both the circumstances that lead to errors and the errors’
impact with regard to the error-correction process [4]. On account
of the stochastic nature of making errors, thoroughly modelling
error-correction behaviour requires simulations, covering predictions of errors, their detection during proofreading, and how they
are corrected, with a clear mechanism for the monitoring role of
vision throughout. To our knowledge, only one pre-existing model
meets this requirement [54], but it still does not dynamically adapt
to making of errors. Neither does it consider changes in typing
conditions.
The balance between finger speed and accuracy has a major
impact on typing performance. For instance, the number of errors
can be considerably reduced by requiring typists to stress accuracy
rather than typing speed [63]. This makes typing an optimisation
problem: what is the most efficient combination of finger speed
and proofreading frequency [32]? Minimising finger-movement
time yields faster typing but also results in more errors, thereby
demanding more frequent proofreading and compromising speed.
Another factor is that incorporating intelligent error-correction
can afford faster finger movements without vastly increasing the
proofreading effort [9]. Although mathematical models can express
the speed–accuracy trade-off and, for instance, predict how typing
speed follows changes in key size, there have been no systematic
theoretical efforts to determine how optimal speed can be ascertained from the circumstances of the task and the typist’s abilities.
2.1.3 Sharing of attention. Users must selectively shift attention
among the important areas of their device to overcome the limits
imposed by foveated vision. The lack of tactile feedback from the
keys, coupled with uncertainty due to noisy pointing movements,
necessitates visual guidance of the fingers, so a large proportion
of the fixations in touchscreen typing land on the keyboard area.
In a recent study, users kept their eyes on the keyboard 60% of
the time with two thumbs and 70% of the time with one finger,
with occasional glances at the text-entry area for proofreading (on
average, 3–4 gaze shifts per sentence) [31].
The only way to realistically model the dynamic coupling of
vision and finger movement is via step-by-step simulation of their
movements. Production-rule-based models, such as EPIC [38] and
ACT-R [2], can do this. These architectures are based on sequential
stepping of a simulator, which integrates mathematical formulae
that govern how much time each step takes. For instance, a recently
developed touchscreen typing model based on ACT-R includes
instructions, written by the researcher, for moving the eyes toward
a target and following this movement with the finger, for typingrelated predictions that consider both eye- and finger-movement
time [13]. That model still fails to consider errors and, therefore, also
forgoes simulating proofreading, unlike one more advanced, loosely
KLM-based model that is used in ability-based optimisation of
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Table 1: A comparison of touchscreen typing models, based on the features of typing that they are able to simulate: Fitts’
law, ACT-R [13], the ability-based model [54], and the optimal-control model presented in this paper, of which we conclude
that only the last can satisfactorily replicate all effects (full circle), due to its rootedness in the theory of optimal supervisory
control; other models’ failure (empty circle) or partial failing (half full circle) is due to them not considering touchscreen
typing to be adaptive behaviour.
Metric or phenomenon
Average inter-key interval (IKI) and typing speed (WPM)
Frequency of errors
Correlation between error frequency and WPM
Number of error corrections made
Proofreading: frequency and time expended
Amount of immediate vs. delayed error correction
Correlation between error and proofreading frequency
Parallel movement of the fingers and eyes
Impact of intelligent text entry on typing
touchscreens [54]. Neither, however, simulates the parallel motion
of finger and eye displayed in human behaviour, wherein the fingers
start their movement ahead of the vision in anticipation of the faster
saccadic movement that brings the eyes close to the target [31].
Importantly, how attention is shared between the keyboard and
the text-entry area is not a global constant or even a purely userspecific one. Rather, it varies between individual instances of typing
a message. For instance, there is a positive correlation between the
number of corrected typing errors and gaze shifts to the text-entry
area [31]. This is because a typist suspecting an error will proofread
the typed text and, if necessary, initiate error-correction procedures.
Various aspects of noisy finger movements cause some episodes
of typing a message to involve more errors than others, resulting
in greater need for proofreading. The only model thus far to have
simulated proofreading is the above-mentioned ability-based one
[54]. That said, it still displays a crucial shortcoming by assuming
a constant number of keypresses before the eyes move to the text
area, so it does not replicate the dynamic nature of the error-making,
detection, and correction phenomena that humans display.

2.2

The Goals for This Paper

Proceeding from our review of both modelling efforts and the key
metrics and phenomena of touchscreen typing, summarised in Table 1, we set out to develop and implement a theoretical model
of optimal supervisory control. The goal behind this paper is to
provide a unified theory of touchscreen typing and, on that basis,
implement a model that can realistically simulate all the effects
listed in the table. The main purpose of this enterprise is to rectify
the lack of a unified theoretical account for how humans are able
to discover and execute efficient control programs for tasks that
involve noise and uncertainty. Touchscreen text entry is an excellent focus for such theorising, since there are different ‘task areas’
(the keyboard for typing and the text-entry area for proofreading),
both with associated uncertainty. Alongside providing theoretical
elucidation, our modelling efforts serve a practical purpose: to support design of touchscreen typing layouts. A model developed to
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this end should be able to predict how changes in layout, such as
adjusting keys’ size and positioning, influence various metrics for
typing. To address these two goals, the theoretical and the practical one, we 1) present the formal theory of touchscreen typing
as optimal supervisory control; 2) evaluate our model with human
data, examining its ability to meet the requirements in Table 1; and
3) report on an experiment in which our model demonstrated its
ability to adapt its control strategies to intelligent error-correction.

3

OPTIMAL SUPERVISORY CONTROL

A crucial element in our theory is agency, the ability to choose
those of the available actions that result in desired outcomes. By
specifying our model as an agent, we focus on momentary, sequential choices that typists face when interacting with touchscreens.
The foundation for our analysis of the agent’s choice is rationality:
from the possible actions, the agent is assumed to select the one
that is of the greatest long-term benefit to it. It has been shown
that, in response to the complexity of real-world problems, humans
adopt hierarchical schemes for learning and planning [11, 23]. A
hierarchical arrangement renders complex tasks computationally
(and cognitively) tractable, as the subtask problems have smaller
search spaces. Following these lines, we theorise that human supervisory control is hierarchically organised, with a supervisor
dictating how resources are allocated across subtasks and controlling them in other ways. Further, we stipulate that this supervisory
control is optimal within the constraints of cognitive capacity and
uncertainty, employing a policy that leads to efficient sharing of
resources among the subtasks.
The technique of modelling user behaviour and interactions by
using the optimal-control framework has surged in popularity in
HCI [1, 15, 20, 41, 45, 59]. Such modelling has already been used
to explain people’s adaptive decision-making behaviour during
interaction with data-visualisation systems [17] and for hierarchical
menu design [16]. Also, some cognitive models have been applied
to tackle the problem of adaptation in complex multidimensional
strategy spaces found in co-ordination of perceptual/motor control
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[30, 52, 57]. Nevertheless, we are aware of only one previous attempt
to apply the idea of optimal supervisory control for simulation of
complex and adaptive real-world task behaviour (i.e., driving) [33].
What follows is a detailed description of how to apply this idea
formally to model touchscreen typing.

3.1

Optimal Control of Sequential Processes

We describe each subtask individually in terms of a Markov decision
process (MDP) [58]. It is a tuple < 𝑆, 𝐴,𝑇 , 𝑅, 𝛾 > whereby sequential
problem-solving is formulated as a finite set of states (𝑆), a finite
set of actions (𝐴), environmental transition dynamics (𝑇 ), a reward
function (𝑅), and a discount factor (𝛾). Furthermore, in environments of partial observability, this formalism can be augmented to
what is called a partially observable MDP (POMDP), adding to the
tuple a finite set of observations (Ω) and an observation function
(𝑂) [29, 36]. An agent described via an MDP can take an action
𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 to interact with its environment, potentially causing the
environment’s state to change from 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 to new state 𝑠 ′ ∈ 𝑆 with
a probability 𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ ) = 𝑝 (𝑠 ′ | 𝑠, 𝑎). In the case of POMDP, the
agent cannot fully observe the state: after performing an action
𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, an observation 𝑜 ∈ Ω is made on the basis of probability
𝑂 (𝑠 ′, 𝑎, 𝑜) = 𝑝 (𝑜 | 𝑠 ′, 𝑎).
The reward function 𝑅 specifies the probability 𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑝 (𝑟 |
𝑠, 𝑎) of receiving a scalar reward 𝑟 ∈ R after the agent has performed
an action and the environment has transitioned. We assume that
the agent acts rationally and attempts to maximise its long-term
reward. It chooses its actions by following a policy 𝜋, which yields
a probability 𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑝 (𝑎 | 𝑠) of taking a particular action from
the given state. An optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ maximises the value function
𝑉 ∗ (𝑠) = max [𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾
𝑎

Õ

𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ )𝑉 ∗ (𝑠 ′ )],

(1)

𝑠 ′ ∈𝑆

where 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1] discounts future rewards. In essence, a model
following an optimal policy selects the action that in the current
state of the environment maximises the sum of the immediate
and discounted future rewards, assuming future compliance with
optimal policy. In situations of partial observability, the current
state of the environment is not known but approximated from
the history of observations. In those cases, the agent maintains a
belief state, which is updated by considering the previous prior
belief state 𝑏, an observation, and the posterior belief state 𝑏 ′ via
Bayesian belief updating:
𝑏 (𝑠 ′ ) ∝ 𝑂 (𝑠 ′, 𝑎, 𝑜)

Õ

𝑇ˆ (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ )𝑏 (𝑠),

(2)

𝑠 ∈𝑆

where 𝑇ˆ is a learned world model that approximates the true transition model 𝑇 .
Our hierarchical model employs four distinct but interrelated
agents: vision, supervisory control, pointing, and proofreading. The
first two are described as MDPs, and pointing and proofreading
as POMDPs. Each agent or subtask model 𝜇 has its own value
function 𝑉𝜇∗ and, therefore, its own policy 𝜋 𝜇∗ . Figure 2 illustrates
the full model architecture. The supervisor observes and guides
the subtask agents. The pointing agent’s task is to move a finger to
the requested key, balancing between speed and accuracy. Both the
target key and the desired speed–accuracy trade-off are reported

to the pointing agent by the supervisor, causing the finger to move
over the typing device’s keyboard. Because this pointing action
contains noise and since the agent has uncertainty about the correct
action, sometimes the typed text contains errors. To address this, the
proofreading agent follows what is being typed and stands ready to
detect errors. It can do so either by observing the pointing agent’s
actions and predicting their likelihood of resulting in a mistake
or by directly executing a proofreading action, which yields more
direct and certain information about possible errors.
The demands of pointing and proofreading highlight the key
constraint in touchscreen text entry. When physical keycaps are
absent, the pointing agent is uncertain about the current finger
position. The uncertainty can be reduced by visually sampling
the area where the finger currently is located. To this end, the
supervisor can request the vision agent to bring the gaze close to
the finger. However, the same gaze is needed by the proofreader
for establishing certainty about the presence of typing errors. It is
therefore the task of the supervisor to allocate the limited visual
attention between the competing subtask agents, and to instruct
these agents for efficient typing. The source code for our model is
available at https://github.com/aditya02acharya/TypingAgent.

3.2

Pointing

The pointing agent 𝜇𝑝 is responsible for simulating physical interaction with the touchscreen device. Its state 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑝 is the current
location of the finger (represented as one-hot encoded vector of size
44) on the device, with the state space 𝑆𝑝 being the set of all unique
interactive elements (i.e., keys) of the device. In addition, there are
state indicators or ‘slots’ for the requested target (represented as
one-hot encoded vector of size 32) and the desired speed–accuracy
trade-off. The action space 𝐴𝑝 contains all device elements that
can be interacted with, such that there are, in total, 10 actions for
each element: ‘move’ and ‘move and peck’ in five separate speed–
accuracy trade-off configurations. In addition, there is a general
‘no-op’ action, doing nothing. The five ‘move’ actions (separate
for each device element) take the finger from its current point to
the target element either as quickly or as accurately as possible, or
in some balance between these two extremes. The five ‘move and
peck’ actions take the finger to the target in a similar fashion, then
press it.
The transition function 𝑇𝑝 provides the probability 𝑇𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ ) =
𝑝 (𝑠 ′ | 𝑠, 𝑎) of moving to a new location, given the previous finger
location and the action. The motor noise depends on the finger’s
accuracy and on the distance travelled, as predicted by the WHo
pointing model [25, 26], described in detail in Supplementary A.5.
It expresses pointing ability as a weighted homographic curve with
speed and accuracy extremes. Any pointing action can be located
along the curve, which describes it in terms of movement time
(speed) and relative endpoint spread (accuracy). When adding noise
to the finger endpoint, we nevertheless constrain the movement to
the limits of the physical device, as this is a realistic assumption
with humans.
The observation function 𝑂 𝑝 (𝑠 𝑣 , 𝑠𝑝 , 𝑜) = 𝑝 (𝑜 | 𝑠 𝑣 , 𝑠𝑝 ) gives a
probability of making an observation 𝑜 ∈ Ω𝑝 , given 𝑠 𝑣 ∈ 𝑆 𝑣 (the
current state of vision) and the state of the finger 𝑠𝑝 ∈ 𝑆𝑝 . The
intuition is that the pointing agent, since it can locate the finger
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Figure 2: An overview of our model of touchscreen typing as optimal supervisory control. It is composed of four distinct
agents: supervisor, pointing, vision, and proofreading. The three subtask agents interact with the task environment (the mobile device): the pointing agent may touch the keyboard’s keys and make observations about current finger position. The
proofreading agent observes the typed text and ascertains the presence of errors. To model limited visual acuity, vision is
shared between pointing and proofreading, restricting these agents’ ability to simultaneously observe the environment. Each
agent is in a state 𝑠 or holds a belief 𝑏 about that state, and it applies a policy 𝜋 to perform an action 𝑎. The policy also predicts
the value of this action. The supervisor decides how vision is allocated between these subtasks and dictates the speed–accuracy
trade-off for the pointing agent, in light of its observations of current subtask values.
visually, is able to observe the finger’s position. The pointing agent
holds a belief state 𝑏𝑝 , which is a probability distribution over 𝑆𝑝 ;
that is, each possible position of the finger has an associated probability. Bayesian belief updating (Equation 2) is used to compute
the posterior belief state, for a given previous belief state, observation, and learned transition model that approximates the finger
movement model. When vision guides the finger, this belief accurately corresponds to the finger’s true position. However, when the
gaze is elsewhere, the pointing agent updates its belief in line with
the stochastic transition model, thus producing increasingly less
certain beliefs about the current finger position.
The pointing agent is rewarded with 𝑟 = 𝜎𝑑 ·ℎ−(1−𝜎𝑑 )·𝑚𝑡, where
ℎ = 1 if the finger model presses the requested target and ℎ = 0
otherwise; 𝜎𝑑 ∈ [0, 1] is the requested speed–accuracy trade-off
(parameter values near 1 prioritise accuracy over speed); and 𝑚𝑡 is
the finger movement time, computed via the above-mentioned WHo
model. The intuition behind the reward function is that the model is
rewarded for hitting the requested target but the reward’s amount
depends on the requested weight to give to finger accuracy vs. speed.
As movement time is always discounted from the reward, higher
𝜎𝑑 values result in behaviour wherein the finger model emphasises
speed at the cost of hitting the target, and lower values favour
hitting the target, with less emphasis on minimising movement
time. The optimal policy for moving finger to type by maximising
the reward value is found using the Deep Q-network (DQN) [40]
algorithm.

3.3

Vision

The vision agent 𝜇 𝑣 is responsible for lowering the uncertainty of
the subtasks by granting them the ability to make accurate observations about states of the environment. It simulates eye movements
over the touchscreen device, providing visual attention to guide
finger movements and proofread the text entered. We utilise the
eye-movement model EMMA [51], a sequential description of the
process of eye movements and visual attention. It describes how
requests to encode a certain visual element result in shifting of
attention with potential eye movements and the subsequent encoding of the target in a certain time span predicted by the model.
Supplementary A.6 describes the model in detail.
Vision is specified as an MDP, where 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 𝑣 contains the visual
world as all the individual elements visible, the current fixation
location, any visual element that is currently encoded, and the requested visual target. An action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑣 creates a visual encoding of
a single element of the visual world, with each individual element
having its own dedicated action. The transition function 𝑇𝑣 provides the probability 𝑇𝑣 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ ) = 𝑝 (𝑠 ′ | 𝑠, 𝑎) of moving to a new
state. Given an action to visually encode an element, the transition
function changes the state of the currently encoded visual element
to correspond to the new one and optionally changes the fixation
location (as specified by the EMMA model). After its action to encode a new visual element, the agent is given a reward 𝑟 = 𝑓 − 𝑚𝑡,
where 𝑓 = 1 if the visual element of the current state encoded is the
visual element requested and 𝑓 = 0 otherwise. The eye-movement
and encoding time is 𝑚𝑡, determined by the EMMA model. The
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optimal policy for moving eyes to target key is found using the
Q-Learning algorithm [58].
The vision agent described thus far is fully observable in that
the state is completely known to the model. This corresponds to a
situation wherein the location of each visual element is known to
the agent, as in the case of typists who are experienced with their
keyboard layout. Our model can be extended to partially observable
instances – e.g., to simulate behaviour with previously unknown or
partially learned layouts [34], or layouts with dynamically changing
content.

3.4

Proofreading

The proofreading agent 𝜇𝑟 is tasked with detecting errors in the
text typed thus far by the model. It does this by maintaining and
continuously updating a prediction value for the presence of errors
in the typed text. The main task of the proofreader is to hold a
belief about an error being present in the text stream and conduct
proofreading when the probability of error is deemed high enough
to warrant it. To this end, the state 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑟 simply indicates whether
there is an error (one or more) in the text just typed, but the proofreader cannot directly observe this state. The agent can perform an
action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑟 to make a proofreading pass over the typed text or
do nothing (a ‘no-op’ action). The proofreader is connected to the
pointing agent: the transition function 𝑇𝑝 for the proofreading task
simply switches from no-error to error state when the keystroke
just made introduces an error into the text stream. No-error state
is restored only after the incorrect keystroke has been eliminated
by means of error correction, such as backspacing.
After each action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑝 by the pointing agent, the proofreading
model makes an observation 𝑜 ∈ Ω𝑝 , which indicates whether
the keypress resulted in an error or not. The observation function
𝑂 𝑝 (𝑠 ′, 𝑎𝑝 , 𝑜) = 𝑝 (𝑜 | 𝑠 ′, 𝑎𝑝 ) gives the probability of having noticed
that an error was made, given the finger movement. This reflects the
possibility of the typist spotting a typo immediately (for instance,
thanks to seeing the finger touch the wrong key). The observation is
used to update the belief state 𝑏𝑟 , via Equation 2. In addition to direct
observation, the proofreading agent tries to predict the occurrence
of errors from the finger movements.As this direct observation is
noisy and since the eye is not necessarily on the finger, the agent
only holds a certain belief about the presence of a typing error. The
probability starts at 0 when a new transcription task begins and
right after a proofreading action has been completed with no errors
detected. From there, it starts to grow as the likelihood of error
increases.
Upon each action (proofreading or no-op), the agent receives
a reward 𝑟 = 𝑓 − 𝑚𝑡, where 𝑓 = 1 if the proofreading action
uncovered an error and 0 otherwise, and 𝑚𝑡 is the time consumed
by the proofreading, computed via the EMMA eye-movement model
by assuming that one word of entered text requires one fixation
and encoding by the model (see Supplementary 1.a for details).
The no-op action takes no time, so the reward after this action
is always 0. The agent learns the optimal state-action mapping
using Q-Learning. The agent’s behaviour as dictated by these rules
results in favouring proofreading when the probability of error is
high and giving proofing attempts lower priority when the agent’s
belief indicates low likelihood of error. Ultimately, the supervisor is
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responsible for deciding when the value is high enough for moving
the vision to aid in proofreading.

3.5

The Supervisor

The role of the supervisor is to manage the three subtask agents
(pointing, vision, and proofreading) such that they produce coherent and efficient transcription typing behaviour with touchscreen
devices. The supervisor’s state 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑠 describes the current 𝑉𝜇∗ (𝑠 𝜇 )
of subtask agents 𝜇𝑝 and 𝜇𝑟 . This means that the supervisor tracks
the pointing and proofreading agents’ current values and uses the
information to make decisions about what to do next. In addition,
the supervisor knows the target sentence and has a pointer denoting
how much of that sentence has been typed at any given time. The
supervisor takes an action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴𝑠 to adjust the slots of the subtasks.
For instance, the supervisor selects the 𝜎𝑑 value of the pointing
agent, thus determining the desired speed–accuracy trade-off of the
finger. Because the pointing agent has been trained with different
𝜎𝑑 values, it has learned the correct actions corresponding to this
instruction, given where it is asked to point to next. The supervisor
also instructs the vision and the pointing agent on their next target.
Thus, it is up to the supervisor to decide when the vision is needed
by the proofreading agent and when the gaze should be on the
keyboard to guide finger movements. The supervisor is rewarded
only at the end of a typed sentence, with 𝑟 = −𝑚𝑡 − 𝑒, where 𝑚𝑡
is the total time spent typing and 𝑒 is the amount of error in the
sentence, computed as Levenshtein distance. The agent learns to
optimally control how to deploy the limited human vision using a
type of policy gradient method called ‘PPO’ [55].
The intuitive explanation for why the supervisor observes the
value estimates from the subtasks is that this lets it decide which
task – pointing or proofreading – currently needs the vision more.
The values for the pointing agent’s actions are high when it is confident about the finger’s position and low when there is considerable
uncertainty. In the latter situation, the pointing agent has learned
to wait, moving the finger close to the next target, but not pecking
(due to this being probably an error), and then taking the no-op
action, which brings no movement-time penalty. At the same time,
the value given to proofreading is high when the proofreading
agent expects to spot an error. Observing these two values lets the
supervisor learn a control policy of proofreading only if an error is
likely enough to be present and otherwise using the vision to guide
pointing. However, this policy is conditional to the actual value
estimates of the subtask agents. For instance, in a scenario wherein
the finger does not need visual guidance, a likely scenario with an
expert typist or physical keycaps, the supervisory control policy
reflects this by keeping the attention mainly on proofreading.

3.6

Extending the Model for Two-Thumb
Typing

The model described above simulates typing with one finger, but it
can be extended into two-thumb typing, as we also demonstrate
further on in this paper. Two-thumb typing is both a generally
faster and a more popular way to enter text on touchscreens [48].
This improvement in typing efficiency is due to multiple factors,
such as lower IKIs, arising from finger alternation and shorter travel
distances, and the ability to focus more on the text-entry area since
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the finger movements are in a more restricted area [31]. Interestingly, the finger-to-key mapping in two-thumb typing is not always
constant; in some circumstances, certain keys toward the centre of
the keyboard may be pressed by either thumb [31]. This is probably
due to a learned control policy whereby typists opportunistically
choose the finger closest to the key, physical limitations (such as finger length and potential collisions between fingers) permitting. Our
choice of modelling paradigm is especially suitable for simulating
such dynamic choice of finger-to-key mapping. Though a complete
two-thumb model is left for future work, we will demonstrate the
capacity for it by creating a model that uses two pointing agents
instead of one, with keys mapped to them such that the fingers
do not cross paths at any point. We foresee the model’s architecture being augmented with rules governing the parallel motion of
two fingers, also considering possible collisions, and an additional
subcontroller, orchestrating finger movements and avoiding such
collisions, for a more realistic simulation.

4

EVALUATION

To evaluate our model, we compared its simulation results to data
from human transcription typing on a touchscreen device. All the
model’s parameters were taken from the literature or were taskbased, with an attempt to keep the tasks as similar as possible to
the humans’. Therefore, the correspondence of its predictions with
the human data stems from realistic model specification. No human
data were necessary for training or calibrating the model. This is
an important feature of our modelling paradigm: we look for the
behaviour that emerges from objectively established constraints,
resources, and goals rather than predict performance through mathematical formulae that hide these factors in parameters that are
empirically tuned whenever circumstances change.

4.1

Stimuli and Tasks

The human data for our evaluation come from a study [31] that generated detailed finger- and eye-tracking data from 30 participants
transcribing 20 sentences each, sampled from a 75-sentence corpus (data freely available via https://userinterfaces.aalto.fi/how-wetype-mobile/). The work examined two task conditions, one-finger
and two-thumb typing. While our main focus was on how well
our model’s predictions matched the one-finger dataset, we tested
the initial two-finger model with human data from the two-thumb
typing condition also.
Our simulation replicates the task environment of the study with
humans. The device used by our simulation matches the design
in the original study: the keys are in the same positions and of
the same dimensions (supplement B provides an image), and the
device (a Samsung Galaxy S6, 1440 × 2560, 577 pp, 5.1′′ screen)
presents the text similarly in the upper part of the view. Also, the
sentences used in testing of the model are the ones the human
participants typed. To avoid overfitting to a specific test corpus, we
trained the model with a set of sentences different from those used
with the humans (Supplementary C describes the data). All subtask
models were trained until convergence; then, the same was done
for the supervisor. After convergence, the simulation ran through
each sentence in the test set, in 30 independent runs (but using the
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same trained model), to produce variations in how the model typed
individual sentences.

4.2

Data Analysis

4.2.1 Details of finger and eye movements. For a ‘sanity check’ of
the model’s behaviour, seeing it ‘in action’ is important. We can
compare a typical simulation of typing a sentence to how the equivalent task looks when a human performs it. For this, we employ
two ways of illustrating finger and eye movements, both adapted
from the techniques in the original study: 1) creating a heatmap
of these movements for one sentence, thus visualising where they
occur, and 2) illustrating key-by-key finger and eye distances during
typing of a sentence, to demonstrate how eye movements guide the
finger, how the two sometimes move in parallel, and how proofreading moves the eyes away from the keyboard and briefly suspends
typing.
4.2.2 Aggregate metrics. In more quantitatively oriented testing,
we can evaluate how well our predictions match the human data
for selected typing metrics, by 1) analysing whether the prediction
for a given metric lies within the range observed with humans
and 2) examining how far the model is from the humans’ grandmean value for a given metric, both in absolute mean differences
and in relative terms via the standard deviation from the human
data. In a sense, we are testing whether the model’s predictions are
plausible, human-like ones or unrealistic outliers. We require the
predictions to be within one SD, as most humans (about 68%) should
be within this band around the average value [28]. Furthermore, we
consider a result to be feasible, though possibly an outlier, if within
a 3 SD distance of the mean (this range should cover about 99.7%
of humans). Values beyond this would be considered unrealistic
predictions by our model. We chose the following metrics for this
testing, on the basis of their use in previous studies of typing, as
reviewed in Section 2.
• Inter-key interval [21]: the time between two consecutive
keypresses.
• Words per minute [21]: the number of ‘standard words’ (five
characters of the text ultimately entered) divided by total
time spent.
• Chunk length [31]: the number of characters per ‘chunk’, with
a an IKI greater than the sentence-average IKI indicating a
chunk boundary.
• Backspaces [48]: the number of Backspace presses during
typing.
• Immediate backspacing [3]: the frequency of the user noticing
an error immediately, then pressing Backspace.
• Delayed backspacing [3]: how often the user notices an error
only later, after having typed further characters and thereby
needing multiple backspaces to correct the text.
• Fixation count [31]: the total number of eye fixations, separated by saccadic movements.
• Gaze shifts [31]: the number of glances into the text area
from the keyboard, indicating proofreading or monitoring
of error correction.
• Gaze keyboard time ratio [21]: the percentage of the time
that the gaze is on the keyboard.
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• Finger travel distance [31]: the sum-total distance travelled
by the finger(s).
4.2.3 Typing dynamics. As discussed in Section 2, certain stable
patterns can be seen in touchscreen typing. For example, speed (in
WPM) exhibits a strong correlation with the amount of backspacing during typing. We can extend the example: a larger number
of Backspace presses is generally associated with more frequent
proofreading, which correlates, in turn, with overall typing speed
since typing on a touchscreen without one’s eyes on the keyboard
is difficult. Careful multivariate analysis is required to unconfound
such associations and reveal which metrics truly contribute to typing performance, in what ways. Evaluating our simulation model
entails the same analyses for the simulated and the observed data,
along with comparison of the direction and magnitude of the 𝛽
coefficients in the multivariate statistical models. We can consider
the predictions to match human results well when the difference
between the 𝛽s does not exceed 0.2 (i.e., a small effect [18]), and
acceptable as long not exceeding 0.5 (a medium effect). Because
of the nested structure of the data (that is, individual sentences
being typed by multiple subjects, with individual participants contributing multiple sentences to the dataset), we utilised multilevel
regression for this analysis (lme4 library in R).

4.3

Results

4.3.1 Details of finger and eye movements. Heatmap comparison
between the data from humans and the model is shown in Figure 1.
In both bodies of data, it is clearly apparent that the focus is most
often on the keyboard. The eyes guide the finger movements, and
very few of the fixations land in the text-entry area for proofreading. The greatest distinction between the heatmap for the humans
and that for the model is that the former shows a larger footprint,
indicating either larger movement arcs or noisier sensory readings.
Figure 3 shows a given sentence typed by both the model and
a human participant. Most importantly for the model’s realism,
similar eye–hand movement patterns are evident. One can see how
the eyes guide the fingers by moving toward the same target. Programming the eye movement takes some time for the human visual
system [51], manifested as a flat line before the fast saccadic movement. While many models simulating touchscreen typing require
the eye to move to the target key before finger movement occurs
[13, 32, 54], ours demonstrates parallelising finger and eye movements similarly to humans. The finger can start moving toward the
target before the eyes have reached it: they will still arrive in time
to guide the finger’s final motion. At times, when foveated vision
already covers the target key, no eye movements are necessary (e.g.,
when ‘o’, ‘p’, and ‘i’ are typed in sequence).
4.3.2 Aggregate metrics. The predicted and observed mean values
for the selected metrics are listed in Table 2. Most of the values
fall within realistic ranges for human production. One can see that
the WPM values, on the whole, are near the mean value from the
human data, and the model-predicted IKIs are likewise average in
human terms. As for error-correction, the model clearly attempts to
avoid errors, so it predicts small amounts of immediate and delayed
backspacing alike; however, both are within plausible human ranges.
Varying the parameters of the finger model could yield different
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WPM or IKI values, as well as different amounts of backspacing,
and resulting adaptive changes in gaze deployment [53, 54].
The model accurately predicts the fixation count for the typing
of a sentence. Proofreading behaviour, in terms of how often the
model shifts gaze to the text-entry area, is consistent with what has
been observed in humans. Although the gaze in the model spends
a larger proportion of the total typing time on the keyboard than
humans generally do, the value is still realistic. The eye-movement
model might underestimate the time to proofread words, because it
was originally parameterised from reading rather than proofreading
tasks [51].
4.3.3 Typing dynamics. Reporting on our investigation of how well
the model produces realistic dynamics of touchscreen typing, Table
3 shows linear regressions with either WPM or gaze shifts as the
dependent variable. We wish to emphasise that the analyses, while
using linear models, are neither attempts at statistical prediction
nor statements pertaining to a causal connection. Rather, they let
us investigate the various ways in which these metrics are mutually related. The small overall differences between the model’s
predictions and the observations from humans show that our model
can simulate the dynamics well. For instance, non-surprisingly but
importantly for realism, the number of Backspace presses per sentence has a large negative correlation with WPM values: making
and correcting errors slows the user’s typing considerably. Having
to correct errors shows a positive correlation with gaze shifts, due
to the need to proofread and monitor the corrections. Likewise,
there is a high negative correlation between WPM values and gaze
shifts. To unconfound these correlations, we add the counts for
both Backspaces and gaze shifts to the regression. A smaller but
still negative effect of gaze-shifting then becomes apparent. This
was noted in the report on the original study: even when one statistically controls for the number of corrections made, proofreading
takes time so is negatively correlated with WPM.
These results highlight the difficult optimisation problem facing
touchscreen typists: they should minimise proofreading time yet
detect and correct errors as quickly as possible. Additional analysis
found support for this conclusion in both datasets. Errors that
are swiftly detected and corrected have a smaller WPM impact
than delayed backspacing. Finally, a correlation is clearly visible
between proofreading activity, measured in terms of gaze shifts,
and remaining errors, judged via the corrected-error rate. While
the model’s 𝛽s differ from those of the original data by more than
0.2 in three places, even these show the same direction of the effect,
without a large deviation in magnitude.

4.4

Evaluating Two-thumb Typing

Our work-in-progress two-thumb typing model permits considering the impact of an additional finger on certain typing metrics.
Comparison with human data in Figure 4 shows that the model
replicates some, though not all, of the effects. As the model predicts,
typing speed rises, since the fingers do not have as far to travel.
Also, the IKIs fall for both humans (384 ms to 272 ms) and the model
(399 ms to 376 ms), although, possibly because of its strict finger-tokey mapping, the model benefits less than humans do in this regard.
Further examination uncovers a curious adaptation in humans,
not predicted by the model. As the original report indicates [31],
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Figure 3: Key-by-key distances of the eyes and the finger from the target, for the model and one human participant (subject
117 in the data), typing the same sentence. Note the slight difference between the scales. Clearly visible are eye movements to
the text-entry area for proofreading. < denotes pressing Backspace, and an empty slot represents the spacebar. For the model’s
data, the finger’s trajectory from one position to another is quadratically interpolated.
Table 2: Grand means for selected typing-performance metrics: aggregate values for the human subjects and the simulations,
the absolute difference, and difference in the SD of the variable in the human data. We consider a prediction good (green
shading) if it falls within the range of the human data and is within one SD of the human mean and we deem the values still
acceptable (realistic but outliers relative to the humans, in orange) if within three SDs from the human mean.

Metric
IKI (ms)
WPM
Chunk length
Backspaces
Immediate backspacing
Delayed backspacing
Fixation count
Gaze shifts
Gaze keyboard time ratio
Finger travel distance (cm)

Human
mean

Min.
human
value

Max.
human
value

Human
𝑆𝐷

Model
mean

Mean
diff.

Diff.
in 𝑆𝐷

380.94
27.19
3.98
2.61
0.40
0.63
24.04
3.91
0.70
25.29

311.35
19.12
3.44
0.35
0.00
0.10
17.75
1.19
0.36
20.81

514.25
33.30
5.13
8.80
1.05
2.15
36.38
8.69
0.87
27.64

50.95
3.61
0.41
1.81
0.26
0.47
4.56
1.50
0.14
1.33

398.85
25.22
3.90
1.49
0.31
0.47
23.21
4.16
0.87
22.09

17.92
1.97
0.08
1.13
0.09
0.17
0.83
0.25
0.18
3.20

0.35
0.55
0.20
0.62
0.35
0.35
0.18
0.17
1.31
2.41

humans make more errors (and, hence, perform more backspacing) when typing with two thumbs, but there are fewer gaze shifts
than one might expect. The model replicates the reduction in gaze
shifts; however, it produces fewer errors, owing to the smaller finger movements and the resultant decrease in noise. We hypothesise
that the reason our model fails to reproduce this pattern is that
we did not constrain the physical movements of the two thumbs.
Human participants can move their fingers rapidly without losing
track of their position due the movement to being constrained to
the corners of the physical device [46]. While the number of errors
increases slightly, overall performance nonetheless improves.

5

APPLYING THE MODEL: AN INTELLIGENT
TEXT ENTRY AID

Our model, thanks to being rooted in the approach of optimal supervisory control, is able to simulate the human ability to adapt quickly,
finding efficient control strategies as circumstances and therefore
the bounds of the task change. In the domain of touchscreen text

entry, it appears that most typists use some sort of intelligent textentry aid [48]. A major roadblock has stood in the way of these aids’
development, at least until now: computationally evaluating them
is very difficult, because the models used for touchscreen typing do
not adequately predict the adaptive changes implied by such aids.
For instance, in typing with intelligent error-correction or a good
word-prediction system, more errors are permitted, so users are
free to type more quickly, potentially with lower proofreading requirements. Yet existing models cannot simulate such changes well
enough – they either neglect to predict errors or do not encompass
error-correction as the dynamic and complex phenomenon that it
is known to be.
By way of demonstrating our model’s capability of simulating
adaptation to intelligent text-entry aids, we designed an experiment
wherein the model was exposed to three distinct text-entry designs:
1) the standard keyboard described in the validation section, above;
2) inclusion of intelligent error-correction that has a 50% probability
of correcting a mistyped character to the right one, as long as the
incorrect key is adjacent to the correct one; and 3) a design that
increases the latter probability to 90%. Both of the intelligent designs
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Figure 4: Comparison of selected metrics between one- and two-finger typing, for human and model data.
Table 3: 𝛽 coefficients for linear regressions, for both human
and model data, correlating either typing speed (WPM) or
proofreading frequency (gaze shifts) with various other metrics (‘BS’ = backspaces). We consider the match good (green
shading) if the difference between the two values does not
exceed 0.2 and acceptable (yellow shading) if greater but not
exceeding 0.5.
Response
variable
WPM
WPM
WPM
WPM
WPM

Gaze shifts
Gaze shifts

Effect
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁

of BS
gaze shifts
of BS
of gaze shifts
of immediate BS
of delayed BS
of immediate BS
of delayed BS
of gaze shifts
of BS
of immediate BS
of delayed BS

Human
𝛽

Model
𝛽

𝛽
diff.

−0.75
−0.63
−0.59
−0.27
−0.32
−0.67
−0.24
−0.54
−0.22
0.52
0.29
0.48

−0.81
−0.43
−0.78
−0.11
−0.50
−0.88
−0.48
−0.85
−0.07
0.41
0.36
0.45

0.06
0.20
0.19
0.16
0.18
0.21
0.24
0.31
0.15
0.11
0.07
0.03

are somewhat unrealistic, as we merely exploited the fact that the
simulation knows the sentence that is currently being transcribed,
which permits us to inject the correct character with the desired
probability. The goal with this simplified design, however, is to

demonstrate our model’s ability to adjust to intelligent text-entry
aids, not to present an actual design for such assistance.
The results of the experiment are illustrated in Figure 5. Obvious
changes, which could be predicted with non-adaptive models as
well, appear in the higher typing speed, in WPM, and the reduced
need for error-correction. Speaking to the model’s ability to adapt to
the task constraints, IKIs are shorter for conditions of more reliable
automatic error-correction. This is understandable: as the model
learns that even faster pointing movements still yield a correctly
typed word, the supervisor agent can instruct the finger agent to
trade accuracy for more speed [49]. As long as the faster but less
accurate keypresses are confined to neighbouring keys, meaning
that the errors are likely to get corrected, there is less need for proofreading, measured in the number of gaze shifts to the text-entry
area. However, as the figure shows, proofreading remains necessary even with highly reliable intelligent error-correction (Figure 1b
shows a scanpath for typing a sentence in the 90% condition). This
is because the model may still overshoot a key that is at the edge
of the keyboard, thereby pressing no key at all, and the intelligent
aid responds only to actual typos (i.e., insertion errors or transposition, not deletion errors). Likewise, if the finger overshoots further
than to the key adjacent to the intended one, no correction is done.
Errors of both sorts, remaining uncorrected by the intelligent aid,
quickly compound as the model enters more characters. Therefore,
the model still needs to keep track of what actually has appeared
in the text-entry area, for knowing which keys to target next.
The brief experiment with intelligent text-entry aids reported
on here demonstrates the power of the theory of optimal supervisory control. In line with the assumption of optimal adaptation
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(a) Inter-key interval
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(b) Words per minute

(c) Number of gaze shifts

(d) Number of Backspace
presses

Figure 5: Four performance metrics for the three devices used: a standard keyboard and two with intelligent error correction,
of differing reliability. Note that the lower bounds for 𝑦-axes for IKI and WPM have been set to human minimum values from
[31] raher than 0.
to task constraints, strategic adaptations such as those reported
upon here can be said to emerge from how the task and the agent
are specified. There is no need for heuristic assumptions about
proofreading frequency or the correct speed–accuracy trade-off
(as exemplified in the literature [54]), because these strategies are
discovered during learning of the optimal supervisory policy. Importantly, the designer/modeller need not make any assumptions
as to how the users are going to utilise the design – this policy is
discovered entirely under the assumption of optimal adaptation.
We therefore foresee multiple avenues for advancing the design
of intelligent text-entry aids via our model by experimenting with
new ideas in the manner presented here.

6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Humans have an astonishing capacity to adapt to changes in the
task environment. A perfect demonstration of this is how we can
adopt new technologies quickly, even in an age involving their
constant change. Entering text via touchscreens has been a popular
method of communication for merely a decade or so, yet many
users have adapted to using them – at impressive speeds. Furthermore, both the availability of various intelligent text-entry methods
and their obvious popularity [48] make it clear that humans do
not just translate their existing skills across domains; we are able
to learn completely new paradigms of interaction. Hence, HCI researchers face the challenge of identifying a unifying theory and
mechanism that explains our touchscreen typing abilities. With the
work reported upon in this paper, we have tackled that challenge,
demonstrating that the theory of optimal supervisory control is
able to explain and model the plethora of ways that humans interact
with touchscreen keyboards in transcription typing.
Our model assumes a hierarchical architecture of subtask and
supervisory control. The controllers are implemented as agents encountering the problem of choosing from among competing actions
to reach a given goal. These agents are adaptive, learning to select
effective actions after accumulating experience. Through this assumption in our model, we have achieved credible simulation of the
orchestration of the eyes and fingers moving over the touchscreen
device. The resulting replication of how humans type serves as a
reminder to researchers and designers who work with touchscreen

text entry: typing is not purely a matter of motor performance.
The lens of optimal supervisory control offers an exciting new account of visuo-motor adaptation that can predict the emergence of
eye–hand movement strategies in typing. We can more powerfully
model realistic human data in typing without manually coding how
the eyes and fingers move – we can let those policies emerge, just
as they do in real life.
With the parameters being obtained from the literature or determined in light of the task, the simulation’s ability to replicate
human-like typing patterns and aggregate metrics is due to specification of the model, not tuning of parameters against target
data. Nevertheless, we also foresee an important avenue for future
research with regard to parameter inference and the subsequent
simulation of individual-specific differences. Touchscreen typists
are known to manifest various eye–hand co-ordination strategies
[31], in part due to differences in abilities, connected with such
factors as finger accuracy and experience with the given layout
[54]. For instance, simulation of how knowledge of the layout elements’ positions and features affects typing, especially with regard
to eye-movement patterns [34, 35], fits well within our framework.
Identifying those parameters of our model that best capture such
differences and designing a corresponding parameter-inference
scheme (in the mode of prior literature [37]) would allow predicting
individual- and occasion-specific aspects of adaptation to interfaces.
In an even more advanced line of UI development, it might be possible to infer the parameters for a user ‘online’ (that is, during use)
from the user’s behaviour. Thus parameterised case-specifically,
our model could then be used to automatically test various ‘what
if’ designs, thereby enabling continuous UI optimisation. Such optimisation is rendered especially important by the great variety in
several abilities: expertise (with typing and in particular conditions),
finger accuracy, visual acuity, etc. [54]. Such optimisation is rendered especially important by the variability in abilities: expertise,
finger accuracy, visual acuity, etc. [54].
The development of the model as presented here was limited
to a setting of transcribing text from a pre-selected corpus while
seated and not experiencing any distractions. In real life, typing
is rarely this straightforward. Users generally have to compose
the message in their mind while typing, they might be walking
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while they type with the touchscreen device, and even the device
itself may present distractions (e.g., social-media notifications) that
result in dividing one’s attention. While none of these factors fell
within the scope of our model, we would expect it to be possible
to account for them within our general architecture. One could
conceptualise the activities listed, such as composing messages or
reading notifications, in terms of particular task models each set
within a hierarchy of varying complexity, with these then handled
in parallel with the typing model through a ‘superhierarchy’ of
concurrent tasks. Multitasking of this nature would influence the
typing conditions in several ways (for instance, any of several tasks
might require vision resources); however, our model is already able
to adapt to such changes in the task environment.
In commitment to advancing open science and facilitating adaptation further, we publish all our model code in open-access form.
Furthermore, to assist with applying the model as a design tool,
we have implemented a UI for easily running simulations with
it. The UI, described in Supplementary D, allows manipulation of
the model’s basic parameters, along with the design of the typing
device. The effects of particular changes in settings can be investigated within the UI or exported. Formally defined models for
well-grounded simulation of adaptive user behaviour are a key instrument in design, especially when the design spaces are large
and there are numerous possible ways in which a user may adapt
to design changes. Such models must be rooted in psychologically
valid theories of human behaviour and be supported empirically.
We have paid great attention to these underpinnings. Finally, while
the focus here has been on touchscreen text entry, our theoretical
approach is not limited to this domain. In fact, many computerised
tasks that require human control can be understood in terms of
optimal-control policies and supervisory resource allocation.
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